MegaLogViewer Change Log

2019-04-18 4.3.30 released as installer and Auto update
- Font Size Adjustable throughout app. - Fix VE Analyze all records getting filtered when not
using Lambda
- Added trace line size setting Added option for Anti-aliasing trace line.
- Changed default look & feel on Linux to Metal.

2019-04-16 4.3.28 released as installer and Auto update
- Fix Cobb loader not getting full header data. - Fix Quick Trace Select not working (BigStuff edition) Added support for Gen4 tune loading and VE Analyze
- (BigStuff): Added default Quick Views
- Filter allowed delimiters for VCDS Log files.
- Added IF function that works like Excel IF([Condition Expression], [Then Expression], [Else
Expression])
- Added SUM function similar to Excel: SUM([expression 1], [expression 2], [expression N])

2019-03-04 4.3.25 released as Auto update
- Improving MLV start up time. - Fix Tuning Panel and Readouts not remembering sizing. Bit Fields grouped and listed before other readouts.
- Fix ASCII log loader not identifying BitFields
- Data Filter Editor multi language fixes
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- Fix user properties backup.
- Added start playback command for launch with properties file.

2019-01-29 4.3.23 released as Stable for Windows and Linux + Auto update

- Fix lost Selection on right click of re-bin axis
- Fix re-bin axis, truncation of digits on edit, paste and interpolate
- Fix re-bin axis, setting value to that of last edited axis value
- Fix lost Selection on right click of re-bin axis
- set max allocate so it doesn't try to allocate enough memory for entire log at once with really
large files.
- support getting default min/max from the log file meta data
- added RaceCapturePro log support.
- Fix Smoothing & Fixed Min/Max leads to real data min/max reported as NaN

2018-12-17 4.3.22 released as Stable for Windows and Linux + Auto update
- Fix not saving msq for MSII B&G Firmware
- Make X&Y fields read only for for older firmwares that cannot be saved properly.
- Save & load Scatter Plot Views
- Select all on gain focus in ScatterPlot MinMax fields
- Use same size font when editing X&Y table bins as used displaying
- Fix Min's and Maxes not applied to Standardized Name Fields.

2018-11-29 4.3.21 released as Stable for Windows and Linux + Auto update
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Changes since 4.3.18:
- Added Lambda Delay Table to VE Analyze
- Made Zoom more fine grained
- Replace selected text when using CTRL+Shift for formula editing
- Pressing mouse wheel switched page /zoom function
- Write unsmoothed values on log export
- Fix for MS1 VE Analyze using AFR instead of AFR(WBO2)
- Fix VE Analyze Default input field selection
- Fix random change of scale.
- Fix MinMax not being applied to fields with smoothing on.
- Fix ATan math function
- Fix scaling issues for Haltech logs
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